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ABSTRACT
The Infrared Spatial Interferometer at University of California, Berkeley has been outÐtted with a

Ðlter-bank system to allow interferometric observations of mid-infrared spectral lines with very high
spectral resolution (j/*jD 105). This paper describes the design, implementation, and performance of the
matched 32 channel Ðlter-bank modules, and new spectral-line observations of Mars and IRC ]10216
are used to demonstrate their scientiÐc capability. In addition, observing strategies are discussed for
accurate calibration of fringe visibilities in spectral lines, despite strong atmospheric Ñuctuations encoun-
tered in the infrared.
Subject headings : instrumentation : interferometers È instrumentation : spectrographs È

techniques : interferometric

1. INTRODUCTION

The Infrared Spatial Interferometer (ISI) consists of two
1.65 m telescopes employing heterodyne detection between
9 and 12 km using lasers as local oscillators (LOs)CO2(Hale et al. 2000 ; Lipman 1998). Observations can be made
at a large number of frequency bands in this spectral range
by tuning to the various lasing transitions of di†erent CO2isotopes. The ISI has measured the characteristics (sizes and
optical depths) of dust shells around late-type stars (e.g.,
Danchi et al. 1994) and angular diameters of the nearest red
supergiants (Bester et al. 1996). In these cases, sensitivity to
continuum (dust or photospheric) emission using hetero-
dyne detection is generally less than that theoretically pos-
sible using direct (photon-counting) detection techniques,
partly because the maximum bandpass is limited by the
temporal response of the IR detector, which is about 5 GHz
with present detectors (j/*jD 5000).

However, for narrow bandpasses, heterodyne receivers
are more sensitive than direct detection schemes, which are
not background limited for low Ñux levels (see more
detailed discussion by Monnier 1999 and Hale et al. 2000).
Furthermore, extremely high spectral resolution is attain-
able with heterodyne spectroscopy (e.g., Betz 1977) since the
down-converted astronomical signal can be further Ðltered
with conventional radio-frequency (RF) Ðlters. Such high
resolution is needed to resolve many molecular lines that
form in cool winds around asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
stars (*vD 1 km s~1) or in planetary atmospheres. Betz was
able to observe transitions of around Mars and VenusCO2with spectral resolution of j/*jD 6 ] 106 (Betz et al. 1976).
Interferometry with this resolution can hence measure the
location and distribution of molecules in particular excita-
tion states.

Naturally, the high spectral resolution potential of a het-
erodyne system can only be realized by using a spectro-
meter in the RF signal chain following detection, a
capability that was not part of the original ISI design.
Although previous systems have been built for high-
efficiency spectral-line work with wide RF bandwidths on
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single telescopes (e.g., Betz 1977 ; Goldhaber 1988 ; Isaak,
Harris, & Zmuidzinas 1999 ; Holler 1999), no system existed
that was suitable for interferometry on narrow bands
because of the need to correlate signals from two separate
telescopes.

This paper will describe the implementation of an inex-
pensive Ðlter-bank system for spectral line observations
using the ISI. After a description of the Ðlter bank itself, its
performance will be evaluated from laboratory measure-
ments and test observations of astronomical objects. Fluc-
tuations from the turbulent atmosphere and unexpected
instrumental drifts required new observing strategies for
accurate calibration of the fringe visibility on and o† spec-
tral lines. These techniques are described in detail, including
fast bandpass switching for phase referencing and LO
switching for robust correlator calibration. Last, the near-
term scientiÐc potential of combining high spectral and
spatial resolution at these wavelengths is reviewed.

2. THE 32 CHANNEL FILTER BANK

2.1. Introduction
In principle, heterodyne spectroscopy with an RF Ðlter

bank is quite simple, even at 27 THz. A laser in eachCO2ISI telescope acts as an LO, with a wavelength of D11 km.
Wave fronts from the laser are mixed with light from
the sky, and the resulting ““ beat ÏÏ pattern is detected by
an HgCdTe photodiode with a large output bandwidth
(^*l). This process is called ““ heterodyne ÏÏ detection and
down-converts a 2*l bandwidth centered around 27 THz
(mid-infrared radiation) into microwave signals between
DC and *l. In a double-sideband (DSB) system such as the
ISI, frequencies both above and below the LO frequency are
converted into the same (microwave) frequency, thus over-
lapping each other. When observing a spectral line, this has
the undesired e†ect of diluting the line (in one sideband)
with uninteresting continuum radiation (from the other
sideband) but can still be readily interpreted when multiple
spectral features are not overlapping.

Once the signals have been down-converted to micro-
wave (or RF) frequencies, they are ampliÐed by cold Ðeld
e†ect transistor (FET) ampliÐers and transmitted through
coaxial cables. Tunable RF Ðlters with bandwidths of 60
MHz (and much narrower) have been available for quite
some time and can be used to Ðlter the astrophysical signals.
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Since the original frequency of the radiation was D27 THz,
the use of Ðlters with 60 MHz bandwidth corresponds to a
spectral resolving power of j/*j\ 27 THz/60 MHz\
4.5] 105, Ðne enough to resolve spectral features arising
from Doppler shifts as small as D0.7 km s~1.

2.2. Design Considerations
Being a Ðrst generation instrument, the ISI Ðlter bank

had modest design goals :

1. Spectral resolution must be sufficient to resolve narrow
absorption lines around AGB stars (a few km s~1).
2. Full bandpass must be broad enough to encompass both
the relevant absorption line and signiÐcant bandwidth of
the continuum (D2 GHz).
3. Because of high demand for ISI continuum observations,
the Ðlter-bank system should minimally interfere with stan-
dard observing, i.e., it should not involve a radically di†er-
ent hardware conÐguration.
4. A fast bandpass-switching scheme to calibrate atmo-
spheric Ñuctuations should be implemented.
5. Cost must be relatively low, i.e., no digital correlator.

Table 1 summarizes the technical features of the com-
pleted Ðlter-bank system, satisfying all of the above design
goals. The desire to minimally impact the current hardware
design of the ISI imposed the most severe restrictions on the
design. In order to maintain the current RF architecture
behind the correlator and to avoid the development of an
entirely new data acquisition system, spectroscopic capabil-
ities were added to the ISI by inserting a Ðlter-bank system
before the correlator and total infrared power detection
subsystems. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the major sub-
systems of the ISI, including the dual 32 channel Ðlter bank.
Detailed descriptions of the ISI itself can be found in the
instrument paper by Hale et al. (2000) and in recent Ph.D.
theses (Lipman 1998 ; Monnier 1999).

The interferometer must be able to measure not only the
Ñux density of infrared radiation incident on both tele-
scopes (i.e., the total IR power) but also the strength of the
interference of signals from both telescopes (i.e., the fringe
power). By Ðltering the RF signals from both telescopes
with the two Ðlter-bank modules before correlation, the
infrared (IR) power and fringe signal could be measured in a
manner identical to that used for the broadband
(continuum) signal. When not performing spectroscopic
observations, the Ðlter bank can be switched out of the RF
path through a bypass line inside each Ðlter-bank module
(see Fig. 2). This strategy has the distinct advantage of not
impacting the existing hardware at all and also does not
require any additional RF detection or data acquisition

TABLE 1

IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS OF ISI FILTER BANK

Parameters SpeciÐcations

Bandpass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270È2190 MHz
Number of Ðlters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 per telescope
Individual Ðlter bandwidth (3 dB points) . . . 60 MHz
Spectral resolution at 11.15 km . . . . . . . . . . . . . D0.7 km s~1
Phase matching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^10¡ over 80% of band

^20¡ over entire band
Gain dynamic range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 dB
Bandpass switching rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . up to 500 Hz

development. However, because the Ðlter bank intercepts
the RF signals before correlation, the two modules of the
Ðlter bank (one set of 32 Ðlters for each telescope) must be
phase matched. This imposed strict requirements on all of
the RF components inside the Ðlter bank and contributed
signiÐcantly to construction complexity and component
costs. The other important performance trade-o† was that
only one Ðlter bandpass can be observed at a time, unlike
typical spectrometers where detectors (e.g., RF diodes) are
placed behind all Ðlters and read out in parallel, allowing
the entire spectral line to be measured at once. This limits
the uses of the Ðlter bank, for example, making it impracti-
cally slow to perform standard spectroscopic observations
for a large number of lines.

Figure 2 shows a detailed block diagram of one of the
two Ðlter-bank modules, with every major component in
the RF chain. In order to Ðlter the bandpass, the original
RF signal from each telescope is split into 32 frequency
bands via a four-way power splitter followed by four eight-
way splitters. This decreases the signal power in each band
by 15 dB, and ampliÐcation is applied before, during, and
after this splitting to keep signal levels high enough that the
additional ampliÐer noise from this part of the signal chain
causes no signiÐcant decrease to the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N). In addition, custom frequency equalizers are used to
maintain a reasonably Ñat frequency response throughout
each module and within each submodule. After being split
into 32 bands, the RF signals encounter the Ðlters. Thirty-
two switches are used to select the desired bandpass (any
combination is allowed), after which the signals are recom-
bined through a symmetric combination of four eight-way
combiners and a single four-way combiner. Following
recombination, the signal is ampliÐed and any overall
bandpass slope removed before Ðnally being reinjected into
the ISI system.

In order to make sure that the Ðlter bank puts out as
much RF power as it receives (net power gain of 0 dB)
independent of the bandpass selected, a variable attenuator
and ampliÐer are used in combination to provide up to 15
dB of relative ampliÐcation. This is done so that the laser
shot noise always dominates the measurement noise and the
Ðnal detection diodes are always used at similar power
levels.

Onboard memory allows the storage of two separate
bandpass selections, which can be switched back and forth
rapidly either by a computer-controlled chop signal or by
one from an external signal generator. This capability
allows the measurement of both the narrow absorption line
and the broad continuum on alternate chop cycles within
an atmospheric coherence time, removing brightness Ñuc-
tuations as a source of measurement uncertainty. Bandpass
selection and gain/attenuator control can be accomplished
via manual switching or through a computer interface. Pre-
sently, the Ðlter-bank bandpass and gain selections are
made using a C-language program running on a Sun work-
station interfaced with the main ISI control computer.

2.3. Performance
Figure 3 shows the transmission of the two Ðlter-bank

modules of the completed Ðlter bank. An ideal frequency
response would be a Ñat transmission curve inside the
allowed bandpass. However, a peak in the transmission
occurs at overlapping band edges as a result of a design Ñaw
in the individual Ðlter bandpasses (see Monnier 1999 for
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FIG. 1.ÈBlock diagram of the ISI interferometer with the Ðlter bank in the RF path. Two trailers, each containing a telescope, are indicated. IR signals are
mixed with LO power from lasers. After passing through a Ðlter bank that determines the bandpass, the resulting RF signals from the two telescopesCO2interfere in a correlator, producing interference fringes. The two LOs are kept in phase by a phase lock loop circuit. See Hale et al. (2000) for complete details.

further details). The net e†ect of this mismatch is a slight
degradation of the S/N. This occurs because when the RF is
Ðnally detected in a diode, the signal adds up coherently as
a function of frequency, while the noise adds up incoher-
ently. In order to accurately estimate the e†ect on the S/N,
the phase response of the system must also be characterized.
A network analyzer has been used to measure the relative
phase delay for RF signals propagating through the two
modules of the Ðlter bank. This ““ di†erential phase ÏÏ
response appears in Figure 4 and shows that the phase is
matched to ^10¡ over 80% of the bandpass and is always
within 20¡. Using this information, calculation (based on eq.
[6.36] in Thompson, Moran, & Swenson 1986) shows that
the Ðlter-bank gain ripple only decreases the S/N by D10%
over most of the bandpass. Further discussion of the S/N
degradation as a function of frequency can be found in
Monnier (1999).

In order to conÐrm these calculations, S/N measurements
were made at the telescope while observing a calibration
hotbody source (373 K). The results can be found in Figure
5. The S/N was measured for a series of bandpass widths
throughout the full frequency range. There are two major

conclusions that can be drawn from these measurements.
First, the S/N has the expected behavior as a function of
bandwidth (S/N P (bandwidth)1@2). Secondly, the S/N of the
Ðlter bank, when extrapolated to the e†ective bandwidth of
the normal ISI system (D2300 MHz), is D10% low
(expected S/ND 500), conÐrming the theoretical expecta-
tion that the gain ripple causes only a modest loss in S/N.

3. OBSERVING METHODOLOGY

The Ðlter-bank observing methodology described in this
section allows a precise and accurate relative measurement
of the infrared power in two bandpasses. The Ðrst, bandpass
0 (BP0), is usually only a few Ðlters wide (to match the
absorption-line width) while the second, bandpass 1 (BP1),
is typically much larger (to make an accurate measurement
of the continuum). The Ðlter bank switches rapidly between
these two bandpasses in order to calibrate signal Ñuctua-
tions due to seeing and telescope guiding changes. This
observing strategy makes the ratio of IR power in BP0 to
BP1 insensitive to such sources of Ñuctuations.

Determining the Ðnal calibrated ratio of infrared power
in BP0 compared to BP1 requires four nested levels of com-
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FIG. 2.ÈBlock diagram of one of the Ðlter-bank modules ; there is one per telescope

parison or chopping (sometimes Ðve), all easily controlled
through a combination of hardware and software.

1. The sky signal is chopped at 150 Hz against a cold load to
measure the infrared signal from the sky and to minimize
the e†ect of low-frequency noise in the detection system.
2. The Ðlter bank switches between BP0 and BP1 at 2.0833
Hz in order to calibrate out seeing and guiding changes.
3. The telescope nods 5A on either side of the star every 15 s
to measure the changing thermal background of the atmo-
sphere and telescope optics.
4. The Ñat spectrum of the hotbody source (373 K) is
observed every 5 minutes to measure the overall (frequency-
dependent) gain of the ISI system, precisely calibrating the
IR power ratios in BP0 to BP1.
5. When using lasing transitions of the molecule, a12CO2Ðnal calibration is made for telluric absorption of 12CO2.This is done by repeating these IR power ratio measure-
ments on the star but using a nearby transition of the CO2

laser LOs, one which has no known molecular line coin-
cidences within the Ðlter-bank bandpass. Note that the
atmospheric optical depths for the 13C isotopes are negligi-
ble.

IR total power data taken in the above manner are
analyzed using an Interactive Data Language (IDL)
reduction package that automatically separates out the
various signals and returns a calibrated IR power ratio of
BP0 with respect to BP1.

4. SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS

As previously emphasized, the lack of multiplexed rea-
douts makes the acquisition of full-bandwidth, high-
resolution spectra very time consuming. Hence, a series of
strategic observations were planned to test robustly the
experimental methodology and to conÐrm calibration reli-
ability. A deep and broad absorption line of theCO2
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FIG. 3.ÈFilter-bank transmission (or insertion loss) as a function of frequency for both Ðlter-bank modules. The two horizontal lines with tick marks
deÐne the frequency scale in steps of 100 MHz. The nearly straight line with small slope near the top of the Ðgure is the transmission of the cables connecting
to the Ðlter-bank modules. The top curve (with the large ripple) corresponds to module A (plus connecting cables) used in telescope 1, while the bottom curve
is the frequency response of module B used in telescope 2. Ideally these spectra should be Ñat, but improper overlap of neighboring Ðlter bandpasses causes a
^2.5 dB bandpass ripple (see ° 2.3).

Martian atmosphere and a single absorption line ofNH3IRC ]10216 were observed for these purposes, with results
described below.

4.1. Mars
Deep absorption lines of Mars have previously been mea-

sured with a heterodyne spectrometer using a laser asCO2an LO by Betz (1977). The mid-infrared spectrum of Mars
arises from thermal emission of the warm surface, heated by
the Sun. Since the atmosphere of Mars is composed largely
of deep absorption lines are formed when viewing12CO2,the surface through this molecular blanket. Mars is roughly

FIG. 4.ÈRelative phase response of the two Ðlter-bank modules as a function of frequency. The bandpasses are matched to within 10¡ over 80% of the
bandwidth and always within 20¡.
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FIG. 5.ÈPlot of S/N for observations of a 373 K blackbody with and
without the Ðlter bank. This conÐrms that the system is shot noise limited
and that the Ðlter bank degrades the sensitivity by about 10% as expected.

as bright as IRC ]10216, the brightest stellar mid-infrared
source, and its pronounced spectral features present an
ideal test case for calibration and checks of observing meth-
odology.

Mars was observed on 1996 November 8 (UT), with the
ISI lasers tuned to the P(16) transition of at 10.5512C16O2km. Combinations of four consecutive Ðlters (*l\ 240
MHz) were observed across the entire ISI bandwidth to
map out the spectral shape of the P(16) absorption12C16O2in the atmospheres of Mars and Earth. In each case, the
narrow four-Ðlter set was compared to the full bandwidth of
the Ðlter bank by frequency switching at 2.0833 Hz (q\ 480
ms ; see ° 3) and integrating for D5 minutes. Figure 6 (top
panel) shows the measured IR power in each of the four-
Ðlter bandpasses relative to the average of the entire contin-
uum. The presence of the Martian line near 1400 MHzCO2is superimposed on a shallower, broader absorption feature
attributed to the telluric absorption. Since the ISI is not
able to separate the upper and lower sidebands, the D50%
DSB depth of the Mars absorption line corresponds to
nearly 100% absorption in a single sideband. This ““ folded ÏÏ
spectrum can be decomposed into the two sidebands by use
of a model for the spectral shape.

After decomposition, the DSB spectrum in Figure 6 (top
panel) is represented by a superposition of two Gaussian
absorption features on a Ñat continuum. The center of one
Gaussian is Ðxed at 0 MHz to Ðt telluric absorption, while
the other Gaussian center is left free to Ðt the location of the
Mars absorption core. The Ðtting procedure compensates
for the relatively low spectral resolution (240 MHz) by
smoothing the candidate DSB spectrum before folding and
comparing to the data. The result of this Ðt, shown in the
bottom panel of Figure 6, is in good agreement with expec-
tations. The line center of the Mars line can be predicted
based on the relative velocity of Mars with respect to Earth
along our line of sight. NASA ephemerides predict a relative
velocity of [14.54 km s~1 on the date of observation. The
corresponding Doppler shift is 1378 MHz at 10.55 km,
which is in good agreement with the best-Ðtted center of
1380 MHz.

4.2. IRC ]10216: aQ(2,2)NH3
The observation of Mars convincingly demonstrated

spectral line observations with the ISI and this Ðlter bank.

FIG. 6.ÈTop panel : Mars observation of P(16) transition of on12CO21996 November 8. Bottom panel : Two-Gaussian model of the (unfolded)
DSB spectrum. The wide Gaussian centered at zero frequency comes from
telluric absorption, while the narrow, shifted feature is from the atmo-
sphere of Mars itself. The relative velocity of Mars during this observation
was [14.54 km s~1 (1378 MHz at 10.55 km).

However, for observation of narrow stellar lines, one must
very precisely compensate for the orbital motion of Earth
(Doppler shifts due to EarthÏs rotation are slightly less than
the resolution of the Ðlter bank and are neglected). Software
to predict molecular-line Doppler shifts that had previously
been used for the heterodyne measurements of AGB stars in
the 1980s (Goldhaber 1988) was provided by A. L. Betz.

Two test observations of IRC ]10216, separated by 2
weeks, were made in spring of 1997. The observations were
separated in time to allow Earth to move along its orbit
enough for a detectable shift in the line position to occur.
Furthermore, since the chosen line had been previously
observed by Goldhaber (1988), these observations would
test whether the line depth has remained constant over the
last decade. Both observations employed combinations of
two Ðlters that resulted in a spectral resolution of 120 MHz,
just small enough to resolve the line as it appeared in Gold-
haber (1988 ; p D 150 MHz). Figure 7 shows the results of
these observations from 1997 May and June.

Gaussian absorption features, smoothed to the 120 MHz
resolution of this observation, were Ðtted to the data, and
the line-center frequencies were determined. Table 2 shows
the observed line-center locations and the theoretical pre-
dictions. The agreement is excellent and justiÐes interfero-
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FIG. 7.ÈTop panel : Observation of aQ(2,2) transition of aroundNH3IRC ]10216 on 1997 May 28È30. Bottom panel : Observation of aQ(2,2)
transition of around IRC ]10216 on 1997 June 11È12. Single-NH3Gaussian Ðts to the absorption proÐles are shown. The vertical dashed line
in each panel marks the predicted location of the absorption core, based on
previous observations. Because of EarthÏs orbital motion, there is a fre-
quency shift between observations that is clearly detected.

metric observations in the cores of previously observed lines
with conÐdence in the calculations. The line detection in
May was only marginal, but the movement of the absorp-
tion core is clear. While poorly determined, the apparent
line widths and depths are consistent with the previous
measurements of Goldhaber (1988).

4.3. Final Calibration Check
One further set of tests was performed to determine the

accuracy of the IR power ratio measurements. The infrared
power ratio in two di†erent Ðlter-bank bandpasses, denoted

TABLE 2

TEST OF SOFTWARE THAT CALCULATES DOPPLER SHIFTS OF CELESTIAL

SPECTRAL LINES : AQ(2,2) AROUND IRC ]10216NH3
Observed Absorption Predicted Absorption

Date Core Location Core Location
(UT) (MHz) (MHz)

1997 May 28È29 . . . . . . 1117^8 1124
1997 Jun 11È12 . . . . . . . 1299^35 1326

by BP0 and BP1, was measured in fall of 1998 on eight
separate occasions while observing featureless stellar
spectra (i.e., no known line coincidences). The average IR
power of the full data set in BP0 compared to BP1 was
0.996^ 0.005, consistent with unity.

5. INTERFEROMETRY ON SPECTRAL LINES :
METHODOLOGY

Previous sections discussed the methodology of taking
infrared power measurements on and o† a spectral line.
However, to perform interferometry, the fringe signal must
be measured on and o† the line as well. Measurements of
the fringe power ratio on and o† a spectral line can be
combined with the IR power ratio measurements to yield
the visibility ratio (VR) on and o† the line, according to the
formula (Hale et al. 2000)

VR\
S FPR

IRPRT1] IRPRT2
, (1)

where FPR is the fringe power ratio, IRPRT1 is the infrared
power ratio in telescope 1, and IRPRT2 is the infrared
power ratio in telescope 2. This section will detail the meth-
odology for obtaining a well-calibrated fringe power ratio
using the ISI Ðlter-bank system.

5.1. Frequency Switching (Bandpass Chopping)
As with the IR power ratio, for fringe power measure-

ment the ISI Ðlter bank is preset so that a narrow bandpass
is selected to coincide with the core of a molecular absorp-
tion feature ; this bandpass is referred to as BP0. A broad
bandpass away from the absorption core, BP1, is selected as
a reference. BP1 is generally much larger than BP0, so that
shot noise in the BP0 measurement is the dominant noise
term in the ratio of BP0 to BP1. A switching signal, gener-
ated and recorded by the real-time computer, is used to
chop between these two bandpasses.

The frequency switching rate is adjustable and can be
slowed to take advantage of good seeing conditions. In
ordinary seeing conditions, a switching period of 240 ms is
used, hence each bandpass is observed for blocks of 120 ms
at a time. Even during poor atmospheric conditions, this
provides for accurate calibration of fringe amplitudes and
(relative) phase, allowing shot noise (in BP0) to dominate
the measurement error of the fringe power. For observing
nights with excellent seeing, a slower frequency switching
rate allows longer coherent integration because of the
longer atmospheric coherence time. In these cases, a 480 ms
switching period was typically used.

For observations of an absorption line, the LOs were
tuned to the appropriate lasing transition to bring the
target molecular transition into the RF bandpass of the ISI
detectors. Frequency switching was initiated and the correl-
ator output voltage recorded (at 500 Hz) for an observation
lasting approximately 5 minutes.

5.2. Delay-L ine Gain Correction
As with any interferometer, the ISI uses a variable ““ delay

line ÏÏ to compensate for the changing geometric delay of the
light coming from a source moving across the sky. While an
automatic gain control circuit has been implemented in the
delay line to keep the average transmission constant as the
delay length changes, the spectral shape of the transmission
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does not remain precisely constant. The frequency-
dependent transmission (or ““ gain ÏÏ) of the delay line can
change by 5%È10% over the course of a few minute obser-
vation, with a direct dependence on the speciÐc length of
delay in place. As can be seen in Figure 1, the Ðlter bank is
located in the RF chain after the delay line, and hence these
changes corrupt the desired measurement of the fringe
amplitude ratio on and o† the spectral line. On the 4 m
baseline, which was used for most of the Ðlter-bank obser-
vations, the delay line changed every 20È60 s, depending on
the source elevation. The associated spectral changes had to
be calibrated in order to achieve accurate calibration of the
fringe amplitude ratio of BP0 to BP1.

A real-time module was written and incorporated into
the ISI delay-line software in the control computer for this
purpose. When activated, this code instructs the data acqui-
sition program to record into a Ðle the exact time and set-
tings of the delay line during an observation. After each D5
minute measurement, the frequency-dependent gain
changes of the delay line were immediately calibrated. This
was done by observing a known Ñat continuum source (the
ISI hotbody source at 373 K) and measuring the IR power
in BP0 and BP1 while cycling through the just-used delay-
line settings. While this method corrects for variations in
the gain amplitude of the delay line, it does not correct
possible phase mismatches that, if more than D20¡, cause
residual miscalibration in the fringe amplitude in BP0 with
respect to BP1. Calibration of this e†ect is discussed in the
next section.

5.3. Correlator Drifts/L O Switching
Extensive engineering observations during fall of 1997

and spring of 1998 revealed that the spectral response of the
fringe measurement, or correlator circuitry, showed drifts
on the timescale of 0.5 hr, unrelated to the delay-line set-
tings. Despite signiÐcant engineering e†orts, the source of
these variations could not be controlled, and one additional
calibration procedure was adopted. Observations of a
stellar source with a featureless spectrum were required for
an absolute calibration of the fringe amplitude ratio on and
o† a spectral line (BP0/BP1). After each 5 minute obser-
vation on the target spectral region using the appropriate
laser LO line, the LOs were adjusted to a neighboring lasing
transition and the process repeated. Hence, interleaved
observations were obtained under identical conditions
except for the LO wavelength (which di†ered by D0.015
km). The true ratio of fringe amplitude in BP0 to BP1 is
then the BP0/BP1 ratio at the target LO wavelength
divided by the BP0/BP1 ratio at the calibration LO wave-
length. This method (““ LO switching ÏÏ), while involving
much o†-source integration and repeated adjustments of
the laser grating in order to change the laser frequency to
the alternating transitions, is extremely robust and has no
known systematic biases.

5.4. Software for Analysis of Fringe Data
Custom software written in IDL was used to read the

recorded correlator voltage and bandpass-switching
signals. This software took a power spectrum of each
separate (usually 120 ms) block of fringe data for BP0 and
BP1. The fringe power was measured around the fringe
frequency (100 Hz), and the broadband noise signal was
subtracted by sampling symmetric frequency bins D20 Hz
on either side of the main peak. Careful measurements

during the engineering phase of the Ðlter-bank commis-
sioning established the noise power spectrum after the cor-
relator circuit to be linear with frequency around 100 Hz to
within 0.5%. Data for each delay-line setting were then col-
lated and separately calibrated.

The mean and standard deviation of the fringe power in
each bandpass and for each delay-line setting were then
determined by a simple bootstrap analysis (see Monnier
1999 for more details). In addition, the fringe phase in BP0
can be subtracted from that measured in BP1. The fre-
quency switching was rapid enough to eliminate atmo-
spheric variations, essentially ““ freezing ÏÏ the atmosphere,
and the relative fringe phase in BP0 with respect to BP1 can
hence be properly averaged (in the complex plane), a form
of ““ phase referencing.ÏÏ After a total of a few nights of
observing time on IRC ]10216 using a narrow bandpass of
about 180 MHz (*jD 0.00007 km), the visibility amplitude
ratio of BP0 to BP1 was measured to a precision of D1%
and the relative fringe phase to less than a few degrees. The
Ðrst interferometric results on spectral lines are presented in
Paper III of this series.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An RF Ðlter bank has been constructed and used with the
ISI interferometer. The ISI Ðlter bank functions well as a
spectrometer, although the data rate is low. The Ðlter-bank
system was not designed to be an efficient spectrometer, but
rather to be an e†ective Ðrst-generation tool to harness the
spectral resolving power of the ISI for interferometry. The
observations presented here conÐrm the ability of the ISI to
do such work, and an observing methodology for combin-
ing interferometric observation with Ðlter-bank observation
has been outlined. This methodology has been used suc-
cessfully for observing fringe visibilities on and o† a number
of molecular absorption lines. Preliminary results are dis-
cussed in Monnier (1999), and a more complete analysis
follows in Papers II and III of this series.

This new capability of the ISI has so far been used to
measure the location of molecular formation zones for NH3and around the carbon star IRC ]10216 and forSiH4 NH3around the red supergiant VY CMa. However, strong spec-
tral absorption features of these same molecules could also
be investigated for IRC ]10420, o Ceti, and NML Cyg,
whose line depths and shapes have already been measured
(McLaren & Betz 1980 ; Betz & Goldhaber 1985 ; Gold-
haber 1988). Measurements of angular diameters of red
supergiants and Mira variables on and o† their recently
discovered mid-infrared water lines (Jennings & Sada 1998)
are also potentially rewarding. These lines are thought to
form in the stellar photosphere and may a†ect the interpre-
tation of previous angular diameter measurements. The use
of high spatial and spectral resolution line observations in
between water lines could potentially allow the ““ true ÏÏ con-
tinuum diameters to be measured, uncorrupted by line
blanketing. Last, Ðne structure and recombination lines
around some emission-line stars (e.g., MWC 349 ; Quirren-
bach et al. 1997) can be observed using the LOs andCO2could make unique measurements of the emitting regions.

While the potential for interesting new results is rich, the
nonmultiplexed output of this particular Ðlter-bank system
makes it very difficult to observe new sources in detail when
the spectral line proÐles have not been previously measured
by a multiplexing spectrometer. The lines around some
sources (o Ceti, for instance) have been observed to change
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in time, and new spectra are essential for interpreting addi-
tional interferometric line data.

We want to recognize the computer programming of
Manfred Bester and Carl Lionberger, which was essential
for the Ðlter bank to interface with the ISI control system.

This work is part of a long-standing interferometry
program at University of California, Berkeley, supported by
the National Science Foundation (grants AST-9221105,
AST-9321289, and AST-9731625) and by the Office of
Naval Research (OCNR N00014-89-J-1583).
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